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The book 

 [

based on the doctoral thesis she successful-
ly defended in 2007. It was published with-
in the edition 

 [ ] 

The volume contains 340 pages of text with 

The book Obredne pesme zimskog 

conceived in a theoretically clear and factu-
alistically well laid-out way. The character 

-
pretations is determined by an interdiscipli-
nary methodology based upon an analytical 
and critical combination of the approaches 

-

nology and culture theory with the analy-
ses of ethnomusicological case studies from 

-

methodological framework for the research 

approaches to be directed towards studying 
-
-
-

ical discourse is naturalized by the views of 
contemporary cultural analytics belonging 
to the so-called  or .

ritual songs upon the following transpar-
ent theoretical procedure. She postulated 
the notion of “genre” and then she derived 
it from the organization of everyday life 

the year into two semesters regarding the 

geographic-cultural area of research: South-
Eastern Serbia. Based upon the demonstrat-

presented her choice of material: transcrip-
tions and analyses of numerous examples. 
The problematic feature of her work was 

its own system of signs while manifesting 
the appropriate idea of the ritual. Interpret-

-
preted “ritualistic processuality” as a com-

representation of “other”. Introducing the 
communication and semiotic viewpoint is 
an important innovative ethnomusicologi-

the introductory chapter the author stresses:
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-

-
emom znakova u manifestovanju 

1 (p. 2)

-
-

quently performed the semiotic naturalization 
of the traditional ethnomusicological dis-

the role of the analysis and interpretation of 

as well as in the everyday life of people 
in South-Eastern Serbia. Her main thesis 
therefore is:

u osobenostima stiha i napeva) 

-
jskom motivacijom konkretnog 

razmatranom prostoru. Takvim 
-

stualni pristup na nivou obred-
-

-
-

1  The problematic feature of this work is estab-

of signs while manifesting the appropriate idea of 
the ritual.

produkuje jedinstvena ekspresija 

ideje obredne procesualnosti.2

-
ment for ethnomusicological studies 
proved to be the one directed towards the 

segments:
- theoretical-empirical work on collecting 
the samples;;
- ethnomusicological processing of the sam-
ples collected;;

-

presented samples and their contextualiza-

relationships between the concrete objects 
of the research and the methodological 
models of science.

Such a requirement in the particular 
research problem made it possible for this 

-
-

disciplinary approach to the musical sys-

2  Establishing the hypothesis that the stylistics 
of calendar songs (expressed by the characteris-
tics of verse and melody) is not only coordinated 

conditioned by the magical motivation of the 

genre permeation in the considered area. Such 
an insight will allow for an intertextual approach 
at the level of the ritual system (whose synthetic 
concept is unprecedented in Serbian ethnomu-

-
proach is an attempt at establishing the link be-

produces the unique idiom of each ritual as the 
direct expression of the idea of ritual processuality.
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tem of the rituals of the winter semester in 
South-Eastern Serbia. The chapters of the 
book contain a detailed analytic-synthetic 
overview of characteristic music examples 
and their geographical and cultural contex-
tualizations with respect to ritual texts and 
events in the formal, musical, ritualistic and 
mythic sense. This means that ethnomusi-
cological science has explained its develop-
ment from descriptive-transcriptive-analyt-
ical to interpretative-analytical-synthetical 
work, which presents ritual music in the 
structural totalities of the phenomena of 
functional meaning and event. The author, 
precisely and elaborately, pointed to the re-
lationships of text and the system, text and 
the context, text and meta-text, by which 
she opened the way for research and debate 
on the musical and the extramusical in folk 
culture.

She showed explicitly how it is possi-
ble to connect the traditional, i.e. modernis-
tic, ethnomusicological research methodol-
ogy with contemporary ethnomusicological 
and semiotic epistemology, aiming at the 
interpretation of the interdisciplinary struc-
turality of concrete ritual systems of a par-
ticular geographical and cultural area.

In her conclusions, the author critically 
stressed and debated the issues of synthe-
sising aspects of musical semiosis (“Inter-

[“Intertextuality at the Level of Musical 
-
-

i.e. musical-ritual system. Because of the 

ritual systems, the focus was moved from 
the modelling of a sign to the modelling of 
texts and textual relationships. By means 
of intertextual discussion, the fundamental 

-

musical presentations was located. This en-
abled establishing comparative analyses of 
various case studies at the level of:

genres (Christmas songs, songs with ritual 
swinging, St. Lazarus Day songs, St. George 

- comparison of the spatial and temporal or-

- comparison of the co-dependence of the 
musical and temporal system in calendar 

-
eas or cultural subsystems in Serbia.

Thus, the musical dimension of cal-
endar rituals was analytically presented in 
relation to the ethnological cultural models. 
For example, in the chapter “Intertekstu-

-
tertextuality at the Level of the Ritual Sys-

complex interconnections of the poetical, 
musical and ritual-behavioural constitution 
of communication relationships within the 
observed models of local folk cultures.
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